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Instructions to candidates: 

Two aud a balf hours 
1 

(2 "2 Hours) 

DO NOT OPEN THIS BOOKLET UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD 
TO DO SO. 

Answer all questions in Section A. Write your answers in the spaces 
provided 

Answer any four questions in Section B. Write your answers on the 
answer sheets provided. Begin each answer on a fresh sheet of paper 
and arrange your answers in numerical order. Tie your answer sheets 
to this question paper. 

All worldng should be shown. For calculations. relevant values of 
constants in the Data Booklet should be used For numerical answers, 
unUs should be quoted wherever they are appropriate. 

Answer may be wrinen in either English or Bahasa Malaysia. 

This question paper consists of 28 priated pages. 
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CONFIDENTIAL • 2 

- )i..e 
Seed •• A[40 markr] 

*+?I [,"~r /l-> C' e.../,.n 

Answer all questions in this seciion. I -;, UsrSe"'iJZ- a+ J.j 11 _ 

e-te. "' "",I ·J'v-<:e ctc+ 01"\ \~!-f~"')-, 
~ 

1. (a) State the Principle of Conservation of Linear Momentum. [1 mark] 

.Pt:ioc.iFle ... ~f. .. ~~~ ... cl ... l.i~ ..... ~: ... i? ... ~ ...... J\ 
W~.~.C\ .. of.. .. ~~~~~ . .fh:m .are.. o~ -io qro-!k.r. 

(b) A buJletofmass 2.0 g is fired horizontally into a block of wood ~ass placed 
on a horizontal surface. The initial velocity oftbe bullet is 500 m 5.

1
. The velocity of the 

bullet which comes out of the wooden block is 100 m s·I.ltls found that the wooden 
block slides a distance ofQ.2!Up and stops. Detennine 
(i) -the velocity of the wooden block at the instant when the bullet emerges from it. 

triNI'" M'2."" [2 mar.b] 

(".0)(5= -100) • (H'.>( ID')V.... / ., 
&:v • (,0 X 'o"') \)1. -'--

\I .... 0; O . <6 ""s-' '</I:. \ 
(0) the average frictional force between the wooden block and the horizontal surface. 

''''' ' Y- f'0'c.c.: ' 1":>< 6.1- 0 ~ (I.OJCO ' ~)'- [2markr] 

/ 
2. An object is placed on the principal axis of a thin biconvex lens.The distance between the 
object and the lens is 20 cm.The lens is made from glass of refractive index 1.65. The image 
produced by the lens is 0.25 times the size oCtile object. 

(a) State whether the image is real or virtual? [1 mark] 

........ lI:e .... I~ ... iS .... v.i~.: ..... ?\ ..... ...... !~~.: .................................... . 

960(2 

(b) Calculate the focal length of the lens. 

u~ ~o C--'<Y\ 

~ _..!-. .... 1. .,. - I.('v / 
, I .I. 
'-~ ~ o 5 

(c) Detennine the common radius of curvature for the surfaces of the lens. 

/ 
/ 

[2 markr] 

[2 markr] 
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3. ' The graph below shows how the acceleration of an object undergoing simple hannonic 
motion varies with time. 

96012 

Acceleration Ims·2 

50 

o 
0.08 

-50 -.--.~-' 

(a) Deduce from the numerical values given on the graph, 

(i) the frequency 

0 ,04-

(ii) the angular frequency ro 

0 , 0 2. t / . 

(iii) the amplitude Xo of the oscillation. 

0 .1"2-

(b) Sketch a 01', 
150 

too 

50 

<> 

which shows how the displacement varies with time. 
~/", 

[1 mark] 

[1 mark] 

[1 mark] 

(I mark] 
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4. A glass fibre of length 0.24 m and area of cross-section 8.0 x 10-7 m2 is stretched until it 
breaks. Th~ variation with load"F6fthe extension x of the fibre is shown In ffieaiagram below. 

: =~ i~L3 
__ + ___ .. _L __ -..I 

I i I 
I ; I . 

O~~2~O---4~O~-+'60~~80~--~ 

1 

FIN 

(a) State with reason whether glass is ductile, brittle or polymeric. [2 marks] 

...... :Thr!, . .s~ .... i~···F~~·· ! ··~··:11e · e~h ... ~ ... 'q .... \ :: . 

.... §1w.,!13\tt .. li'r:e. ... ClD.J ... ~ ... l~ ... OO:t: .. . b:J~.e)F:\ .. :i&.:.. . ./(ne.\. 

(b) Determine the Young's Modulus for the glass fibre. [3 mar!:!] 

"'\, 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
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5. (a) What is a multiplier? [1 markl 

96012 

. M~\l1p.\(~ ... 6 .... 9. .. ~ks", .. ~ .. ["' .. Cl'D:.""+.~)< ..... ... ..... . 
(b) State the function of a multiplier? [1 mark] 

1O .. JcO~·S~~oM?k':':.J'(1/<>~ · I.Plb:'!I~r .. :: j :.I 
(c) A galvanometer of resistance 30 n has a fuU-scale deflection of20 rnA. It is to 
be converted into a voltmeter of range 0-3 .0 V. 
Describe briefly, with the aid of a circuit diagram to show how a multiplier is connected 
to the galvanometer and calculate the resistance of the multiplier required? 

[3 marb] 

Diagram: 

-11. .. ciruu,. neC" to, 

:~ ... rn.y,l:tif~···· · ·i~ ..... C;:;<?~ .... ~.~~\\J\'>tlOIjJdcl:" .. '~ 

:~~~~:::.~\=:~::::J'~~.::::~:::~~~:':.)<:::: ... : 

·This question paper is CONFIDENTIAL until the examination is over CONFIDENTIAL· 
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6. (a) State one advantage of using negative feedback in an operational 
amplifier. [I mark] 

... ... If. ... wll!... flc\+ .. ~ . .a(\.::l.::!®~.:.)( .... ... ............. ............ . 

(b) 

60kQ 

20kO 

V .. 

--=- OV 

In the op-amp circuit above, the input voltage Yin is sinusoidal with a peak voltage of3.0 V. 
(i) Calculate the closed loop gain of the circuit. [1 mark] 

/ 
(ii) What is the output voltage, Vo? [I mark] 

/ 
(iii) Sketch two graphs to show the variation of Viii and Vo with time t on the same axes. 

[2 marks] 

L _' i Iii C-L... i I Li I I 
1- -T' i --" I . I I I , r--' - -r+-f-iT--' t-rr - _. --r1--'-f-1 
r ! I T I I I !, I! 
! !! I ' I I ! I I ii I 
! ! ii, , i i II =HU-L ! I ! t jtfsl 1 -'- '-r---t,'-+~'-+--T - .. _! ' I j--r-T---r-"+'-" .. 1---"1 
r Ii' Y --- I 1 'f-tT-i-r-1 
I· 'I ,. i .i I !' . . ! . . . , i i 
i ! i i . i !: i J ,-1-; -+-1--1+---11 ~._L--L_..L._L...L_ L-. _1 ! I ___ L . ..L_.L. __ _ .-1. ___ .1._-'-_1_. _J 
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7. (This question is based on an experiment conducted by NASA on a novel source of 
energy for a space shuttle.) 

Above the equator of the Earth. the Earth's magnetic field runs horizontally in the south· 
north direction.A space-shuttle flying from west to east above the equator cuts perpendicularly 
across the magnetic field as shown in the diagram below.A small satellite is attached to the 
shuttle by a very long thin copper cable. It is proposed to use the e.m.f generated in the cable as 
a source of electrical energy for the shuttle. 

Magnetic flux 
into the paper 

x x x x x x x 

sate lite 
x x x x x x 

x x x cable x .• x x x 

x x x x x x 

x x x x x x x 

x x x x x 
shuttle 

(8) Explain how is there an e.m.f. generated in the cable? [1 mark] 

..... ~ .. :k ... o::ili\~ ... h .. tP.l:-.... i[\:j\.l\~,."~ ... ~ ... ~ndtG 
···~·····~VS .... i:o ... ~ ..... ?:.rr.· . .f. .... j.(\)Ai\.ctAble..~ .. .... .... . 

(b)Calculate the magnitude of this c.m.f. using the following data: 
Cable lenath - 20 Ian 
Speed of shuttle and satellite = 7.0 Ian " 
Horizontal component oCdle Earth's magnetic flux density = 6.0 x 10-5 T. 

I 
[3 marb) 

/ 

(c) State the direction aCthe generated'c.m.f. [/ mark) 

! 

96012 
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8. (a). Explain briefly what is meant by nuclear fusion. [I mark] 

.NM.~ .. -Mtoo ... j's ... a. .. ~(\ .. ~~ .... ~ ... q;\pm \/ 
WIlI$.ls.. .. ~\')~.~~r:.~.~~ I t>tbm;\ 
~n 0, clec1:rt>[15' 

(b). A carbon isotope ItC is bombarded with a proton to produce an unknown nuclide, X. 

(i)Write 8 nuclear equation to represent the above reaction and identify the unkown 
nuclide, X. [2 marks] 

,~ 1 J.\ -?> n X V 
6 C -t , f .fI. f'-.. 

(ii) Calculate the energy released during the reaction. 

Massar ':C =" 13.oo3355u , massof:H = l.oo7825 u 
Mass of unknown nuclide,X ' = 14.003074 u 
lu = 931 MeV 

, 
fOr I 1-\ ; 

n 
For I x." 

E = rnc."2. 
~ 

E' (1 3.00"':;.55" )(3.00)(10'8) 

, ,. n X 10' 1\ -10"'. '5b S- ' 

5:=",c." 
E:- (1 , 001825)(3 .00XIOls l 

,~ > b .- ' = "l, 01 x 10 .lI ('(\ ' 5 " 

'E ·",,-
5.. (1 tj.,OO3.Oi4-)C3 ' c)O'olID

g
)L 

= 1'''bX{OIS 4t- r-,3 56.$-' 

18 
( I. \' >l 101<;1)+ (q ,01 >"10 I~} \ '26 X 10 

\.').6"-16'" ~ E x 

[2 marks] 

\ 
. \ 

.' 

--- No ene<3':J releosed J. ..... ":3 -Ht .... reo.dton . 

96012 
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SeetiOD B [60 marks] 

Answer any four questions in this section 

9. (a). What is meant by centripetal force ? [I mark] 

(b). A student suggests that for a body to perfo.nn circular motion, the centripetal force acting 
towards the centre of the circle is balanced by the centrifugal force acting outwards away 
from the centre of the circle. Comment on the above statement 

(e). A car goes over a hump of radius of curvature )0 m. 
car so that it is always in contact with the road ? 

(d) (i) State Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation. 

[2 marks] 

What is the maximum speed of the 
[3 marks] 

[I mark] 

(ii) A satellite of mas~s round a planet of mass ..MJ.n an orbit of radiu~ 
If G is the universal gravitational constant, what is the gravitational force of attraction 
between the planet and the satellite? [2 marks] 

(e) A satellite of mass 150 kg goes round the earth in a circular orbit of radius 
twice the radius of the earth. Calculate . 
(i) the centripetal force acting on the satellite. 

(n) the orbital period of the satel1ite. 

(Radius of the earth : 6.38 X 10' m) 

F' -(i M:!L r"l. 

I.-t' -~~ 
t-

\p -~~ 

F-~~ ~ Dr 

960/2 

[3 marks] 

(3 marks] 

*This question paper is CONFIDE'SnA i... un:~l the examination is over CONFIDENTIAL* 
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10. (8) Metals are good conductors of both heat and electricity while good thennal insulators. 

96012 

are also good electric insulators. Ex.plain why? [3 marks] 

(b) The ~ through a well-lagged metal rod at steady state is defmed b) the 

equationl ~ = - 1c.4 B 
where Q i5nle quantity of heat flow, k is the thennal conductivity oftbe metal, A is the 

--- dB --
cross-sectional area of the rod and dx is. the temperature gradient along the rod. 

~ 

(i) Explain what do you understand by steady stale and lemperature gradient? 
[2 marks] 

(ii) Based on the statement in (a) above, state the quantities in electric conduction for 
metals that are analogous to rate of heal flow and temperaIure gradient in thennal 
conduction for metals. [2 marAs] 
(iii)Hence write an equation for electric conduction that is equivalent to the equation of 
heat flow as in (b) above. Explain the symbols used in your equation. 

[2 marks] 

(e) The diagram below shows two rods of the WIle length, ~and diamet~ but made 
from two different ma~ P and Q. They are placed end to e~theentact and 
weILlaggedantretJ:si(feS. Theouter ends of P and Q are kept a~ IOOGC 
respectively. The thennal conductivrty of P is four times that ofQ. 

~
~ 

O·C ~IOOOC 
~ laggging 

(i) Detennine the steady-state temperature at the jointed-end. [3 ma,.ks] 
(ii)Sketch a graph to show the distribution of steady-state temperature along the whole 
jointed rod. [3 marks] 

·This question paper is CONFIDENTIAL until the examination is over CONFIDENTIAL· 
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11. (a) State two conditions necessary to produce a well-defined stationary wave using two 

96012 

separate sound sources. [2 marks ] 
(b)The equation of a stationary wave on a stretched string is given as: 

y = 0.1 sin 2501 cos SOx 

where distances are in metres and time is in seconds. 
(i) Calculate the frequency afthis wave. [2 marks] 
(ii) What is the distance between two neighbouring nodes along this waves. 

[2 marks) 
(iii) Calculate the speed of the wave in this string. [1 mark] 

(e) (i) What do you understand by inteiference. [1 mark] 

(ii)State two conditions necessary to produce a welt·defmed interference pattern . 
[2 marks) 

(d) The apparatus ofa Young' s double-slits experiment is set up as shown below. Gis 
equidistant from the double·slits 8. and 52' H is a point on the screen when the light 

waves from 51 and S, interfere with a path difference of ~ . 

1 5 ,1 Hly 
~-------i--------------------------------G 

1 5, 

1 

• o 

(i) What is the type of interference observed al G and at H respectively? [2 marks] 
( ij) If the distance S.Sr 1.0 mm, 0=] .50 m and the wavelength of the light, A. is 600 nm, 
calculate the value of y. [3 marks) 

.-y'his question paper is CONFIDENTIAL until the examination is over CONFIDENTIAL* 
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12. (a) A stationary negatively-cbarged particle experiences a force in the direction of tile 
field in which it is placed. State and explain, whether the fie ld is magnetic, electric or 

%012 

gravitational. [2 marks] 

(b) Calculate the magnitude oftbe electric field strength required to maintain an electron 
in a fixed position in the gravitational field of the Earth, at its surface. 

(Takeg=9.8 1 ms·2 ; mass of electron =9.1 x 10.31 kg) [2 marb] 

(e) Neon-20 atoms are ionized by the removal of one electroo from each atom. For a 
Neon-20 ion, 

(i) state the charge on the ion. 
(ii) calculate its mass. 

(d) The neon ions in (e) are accelerated from rest in vacuum through a potential 
difference of 1400 V. They are then injected into a region of space where there are 
unifonn e lectric and magnetic fields acting at right angles to the incident direction of 
motion of the ions as shown in the fo llowing diagram. The electric field has field strength 
E and the flux density of the magnetic field is B. 

Path of neon ions 

/" Region of Wlifonn 
" electric and magnetic 

fields 

(i) Draw and indicate clearly the directions of the electric and magnetic fields so that the 
ions pass through undeflected through the region. [2 marks] 

(ii)Calculate the speed of the accelerated ions on 
magnetic fie lds. 

entry into the region of the electric and 
[2 marks] 

(iii) The electric field strength E is 6.2 X 103 Vm-I
• Calculate the magnitude of the 

magnetic flux density so that the ions are not deflected in the region of the fields. 
[2 marks] 

(e) The mechanism by which the neon atoms in (c) are ionized is changed so that each 
atom loses two electrons. State and explain what change occurs in: 
(i) the speed of the ions entering the region of the electric and magnetic fields as in (d) 
above. [I mark] 

(ii) the path of the ions in the region of the electric and magnetic fie lds. 

·This question paper is CONFIDENTIAL until the examination is over CONFIDENTIAL· 
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(8) What do you understand by (i) de Broglie's relationship 
duality ? 

(ii) wave-particle 

(b) What is the de Broglie wavelength of an electron which has a kinetic 
energy of SO eV ? 

(c) Explain the differences between the production of the continuous 
spectrum and the characteristic spectrum of X-rays. 

(d) Sketch a suitable graph to show the continuous arid characteristic 
line spectrum of the X-rays produced when a metal target is 
bombarded by energetic electrons 

(e) Explain why for an electron of energy E. the wavelength of the X-rays 
produced has a minimum value. A..,. 

(t) Calculate the shortest wavelength of X-rays emitted. by electrons 
striking the surface of a 20kV television picture tube. 

[m. = 9.11 x jO"lI kg Planck con_t= 6.63 x 10·"] 

[2 marks] 

[2 marks] 

[4 marks] 

[2 marks] 

[2 marks] 

[3 marks] 

·This question paper is CONFIDENTIAL until the examination is over CONFIDENTIAL" 
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J4. (8) Define the half-life and decay constant of a radioactive substance. [2 mar"] 

(b) Naturally occurring radium-226 with atomic Dumber 88 produces the radioactive gas 
radon-222 by alpha decay. 

(0 Write an equation for the decay process 
(ii) Calculate the total kinetic energy of the decay products in MeV 

Mass of radium = 226.025402 U, mass of radon = 222.017570 u 
Massofbelium'" 4.002603 u lu = 931 MeV 

[I mark] 
[3 mar"] 

(e) The bombardment of a beryllium nucleus by an alpha particle produces a fundamental 
particle X. as follows 

a+ 98e ---+ 12C+X . , 
(i) Complete the above equation 

(ii) What are the alpha particle and X ? 

(iii) State two important properties which makes X difficult to detect 

[2 mar"] 

[2 mar"] 

[2 mar"] 

(d) An ion of unknown atomic mass is mixed with I!C in a mass spectrometer. The radii 

of curvature of the tracks of the ions and '!C are 26.2 em and 22.4 em respectively. What is the 

identity of the unknown ion? State any assumptions that you make. 

[3 mar"] 

961112 
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